This paper synthesizes the results, methodology, and research conducted concerning the K-means clustering method over the last fifty years. The K-means method is first introduced, various formulations of the minimum variance loss function and alternative loss functions within the same class are outlined, and different methods of choosing the number of clusters and initialization, variable preprocessing, and data reduction schemes are discussed. Theoretic statistical results are provided and various extensions of K-means using different metrics or modifications of the original algorithm are given, leading to a unifying treatment of K-means and some of its extensions. Finally, several future studies are outlined that could enhance the understanding of numerous subtleties affecting the performance of the K-means method.
Introduction
The partitioning of objects is of great interest in many fields, including statistics, psychology, and pattern recognition. If approached by any type of complete enumeration strategy, however, the sheer magnitude of the problem is overwhelming. The number of partitions of N objects into K disjoint and non-empty subsets can be calculated with a Stirling number of the second kind (see Weisstein, 2003 Weisstein, , p. 2865 :
which in turn can be approximated by K N /K! (see Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990, p. 115) . Thus, for example, if 25 objects are to be grouped into 4 clusters, there are approximately 4.69 £ 10 13 different partitions. For small values of N (between 20 and 30), Hubert, Arabie, and Meulman (2001) and van Os (2000) have used dynamic programming to find optimal partitions. However, as N grows, a brute-force complete enumeration of all the possible partitions with an associated evaluation of some objective (loss) criterion is unrealistic. Because of these computational
Objects are allocated to the cluster where (4) is minimum. (2) After initial object allocation, cluster centroids are obtained for each cluster as described by (3), then objects are compared to each centroid (using d 2 (i, k)) and moved to the cluster whose centroid is closest. (3) New centroids are calculated with the updated cluster membership (by calculating the centroids after all objects have been assigned). (4) Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until no objects can be moved between clusters.
When attempting to find a 'good' partitioning of an object through the iterative method just described, it is of interest to note that we are also attempting to minimize a particular loss criterion, the error sum of squares (SSE): Späth (1980, p. 72 ) noted that at times, but probably rarely in practice, SSE (also referred to as 'squared error distortion' in the pattern recognition literature; Gersho & Gray, 1992 ) may be further minimized by single object reallocation from one cluster to another. After the initial K-means algorithm is performed, a final inspection is made between all points and centroids. If there is an object within C k such that
then move the ith object from C k to cluster C k* , and SSE is reduced (see Späth, 1980, p. 72) . The K-means iterative relocation algorithm can be formulated using X and two additional matrices: (a) a membership matrix, M ¼ {m ik } N £ K , where m ik equals unity if object i belongs to cluster k, and zero otherwise, and (b) a cluster representation matrix, 
which can be estimated by a least squares algorithm procedure that alternates between minimizing (7) with respect to M given the current estimate of R and then fixing M and recomputing R based on the current estimate of cluster membership, until there is no change in (7). Additionally, it is worthwhile to note that ( X 2 MR) 0 ( X 2 MR) is equivalent to the within sum-of-squares and cross-products matrix, W, making ( X 2 MR) 0 ( X 2 MR) equivalent to P K k¼1 W k , where W k is the within-clusters sums-ofsquares-and-cross-products matrix for the kth cluster. This equivalence leads to alternatively representing W k as (Hubert et al., 2001, p. 19; Späth, 1985, p. 20 ) and the ith row is x i ¼ {x i1 , : : : , x iP }, making the equivalence of (5) and (7) apparent by the relationship of the trace of W and the sum of the traces of W k ,
Furthermore, by expanding (7) the middle two terms cancel, and it is seen that the optimal value of R is equal to (M 0 M) 21 M 0 X, obtaining the formulation in Gordon and Henderson (1977) ,
allowing the problem to be viewed as trying to find an optimal projection of the columns of X; however, to date, no substantive work has been pursued in the conceptual direction provided by (10). Although tr (W) is the most popular function of W to minimize, several alternatives have been suggested in the literature. W has two matrix counterparts: the total and between sums-of-squares-and-cross-products matrices, T and B, respectively, and all are related through the relationship T ¼ B þ W (Anderson, 1958; Johnson & Wichern, 2002; Mardia, Kent, & Bibby, 1979; Morrison, 1976) . As stated above, minimizing tr (W) (Edwards & Cavalli-Sforza, 1965 ) is equivalent to minimizing (5). However, Friedman and Rubin (1967) attempted to adapt classical multivariate statistics to the clustering problem, such as minimizing jWj and jWj/jTj, Wilks's lambda statistic, or maximizing the largest eigenvalue of W 21 B and tr (W 21 B), Hotelling's trace criterion; whereas Windham (1987) suggested minimizing the sum of the determinants of within-cluster sums-of-squares matrices
Two alternatives to (11) are minimizing
and
provided by Scott and Symons (1971) and Maronna and Jacovkis (1974) , respectively. Additionally, it has been noted (Scott & Symons, 1971 ) that the optimization of tr (W) and jWj tends to result in clusters of approximately the same size and shape. Thus, Symons (1981) suggested replacing jWj with NlogjWj 2 2 X K k¼1 n k log n k ;
and (12) with
to avoid restrictions on sample size and cluster shape; Banfield and Raftery (1993) proposed minimizing
for the same reasons. As with K-means, locally optimal solutions for all of these criteria can be found by starting with an arbitrary partition and relocating points until the criterion cannot be reduced (Krzanowski & Marriott, 1995, p. 80) . McRae (1971) implemented the three alternative methods proposed by Friedman and Rubin (1967) into a K-means-like algorithm. Bartko, Strauss, and Carpenter (1971) evaluated max(ln(jTj/jWj)) for clustering psychiatric data and indicated that this procedure exhibited poor recovery performance of substantially meaningful clusters. A few studies of these methods have been undertaken, each finding that the classical K-means criterion outperforms jWj (Bayne, Beauchamp, Begovich, & Kane, 1980; Blashfield, 1977; Mezzich, 1978) , but none has used a broad range of simulated data with known structure as found in studies evaluating the performance of (5) (see Milligan, 1980 Milligan, , 1981 Milligan, , 1985 Milligan, , 1996 Milligan & Cooper, 1987; Steinley, 2003 Steinley, , 2004a to evaluate the methods based on more complex functions of W, such as (11)-(17), making their conclusions tentative at best.
Important considerations
3.1. Local optima Early researchers were aware that the K-means algorithm does not necessarily provide a global optimum, and depending on the starting values used, the algorithm terminates at a local optimum that is never verifiably globally optimal (MacQueen, 1967; Hartigan & Wong, 1979) . To avoid local optima, some (Falkenauer & Marchand, 2001; Hartigan, 1975, Chapter 4) suggest performing the K-means method several times, with different starting values, accepting the best solution (in terms of SSE); however, it has been shown that the number of local optima for data sets of moderate size can run into the thousands (Steinley, 2003) , indicating that the results from studies using a small number of random restarts (see Makarenkov & Legendre, 2001 , p. 262) may be misleading. Thus, the presence of local optima is a much more pervasive problem than previously thought. Falkenauer and Marchand (2001) contended that the exhibited non-robustness of the K-means algorithm makes it very undesirable; however, it has been found that the K-means algorithm usually exhibits good cluster recovery properties (Dimitriadou, Dolničar, & Weingessel, 2002; Steinley, 2003) .
Methods of initialization
Because there could be numerous local optima for a data set, the choice of starting values for the K-means algorithm is all the more crucial, and several alternatives have been proposed in an attempt to avoid locally optimal solutions. MacQueen (1967) advocated choosing K data points as the initial cluster seeds (a strategy currently implemented in SPSS, 2003 SPSS, , p. 1314 ; however, this procedure suffers from the influence of the initial ordering of the data. Closely related is the method of randomly choosing K data points as the initial cluster seeds (McRae, 1971); Forgy (1965) and Steinley (2003) randomly partitioned the data units into K mutually exclusive partitions, calculated the partition means, and used these as the initial centroids. Steinley found this method to outperform several other methods currently employed in commercial software packages. Various deterministic methods have also been proposed. For example, Astrahan (1970) first defined a distance, d 1 , and then for each data point, computed the number of data points within d 1 (referred to as the density); the one with the highest density is chosen as the first cluster seed. The remaining K 2 1 seeds are chosen by decreasing density, as long as they are at least another specified distance, d 2 , from the seeds that have already been chosen. Ball and Hall (1967, pp. 72-74) suggest a similar method that is currently implemented in the PROC FASTCLUS procedure in SAS (2004 SAS ( , pp. 1377 SAS ( -1428 . Disregarding d 1 and setting the first observation equal to the first cluster seed, the second seed is chosen as the next observation that is at least some distance, d 2 , from the first seed. Each subsequent observation is checked, and the remaining observations that are the farthest apart are determined and used as the other K 2 1 seeds. Milligan's (1980) idea of using rational starts or starting with the results obtained from a hierarchical agglomerative procedure (such as Ward's method; Ward, 1963) has met with increasing support in the literature (Arabie & Hubert, 1992 , 1994 Huberty, DiStefano, & Kamphaus, 1997; Milligan, 1980 Milligan, , 1996 Milligan & Sokol, 1980; Punj & Stewart, 1983; Waller, Kaiser, Illian, & Manry, 1998) . Some researchers may wish to provide their own starting seeds based on previous experience with the subject area (for example, see Belbin, 1987) , but as Hartigan (1975) cautioned, 'The number of clusters K should not be decided in advance, but the algorithm should be run with several different values of K ' (p. 100), making it impossible to provide predetermined starting seeds. Bradley and Fayyad (1998) suggested a bootstrap-like algorithm for determining the initial seeds in K-means clustering. Initially, S samples of size n * (n * ,, N) -sampled with replacement -are taken and each sample is independently clustered into K groups; the sampled data are then combined and reclustered via the K-means algorithm using membership from the previous clusterings to initialize the algorithm. The cluster means from this step act as the 'refined' initial seeds for the clustering of the entire data set. Cerioli and Zani (2001) proposed a density search method based on quadrant counts arising from multivariate histograms to (a) help determine the number of clusters and (b) restrict initial centroids to be chosen from areas of high density; Faber (1994) suggested choosing the starting points uniformly randomly to give preference to points in dense regions. Hajnal and Loosveldt (2000) suggested that the initialization method implemented by SAS is superior to using a random seed as starting value for K-means. However, in a much broader study examining the performance of the default functions for several commercial software packages (i.e. SAS, SYSTAT, and SPSS), Steinley (2003) found that multiple random restarts (numbering in the thousands) outperformed approaches using Ward's (1963) method as a starting seed (Milligan & Sokol, 1980) and the default options provided by the commercial software.
3.3. Methods to estimate K One of the hardest problems in cluster analysis is determining the value of K. Milligan and Cooper (1985) conducted an extensive Monte Carlo investigation of 30 methods used in hierarchical cluster analysis to determine the correct number of clusters; however, although Milligan and Cooper mentioned that many methods could be extended to non-hierarchical partitioning methods, none were tested within that context. Additionally, many of these methods require the clusters to be hierarchically nested (making them inappropriate for K-means clustering) or are not appropriate to be evaluated when the clustering is done in a hierarchical manner (such as Marriot's, 1971, method discussed below). This section considers three kinds of methods: algorithmic methods, graphical methods, and formulaic methods, each of which is closely related to K-means clustering.
3.3.1. Algorithmic methods Algorithmic methods determine K through decisions within the algorithm itself. Like classical K-means, the number of clusters is provided by the user, but the algorithm has an opportunity to modify the user-provided value.
MacQueen (1967) extended his original algorithm by creating a variation of K-means that estimated K by defining a coarsening parameter, w, and a refining parameter, c. As in the traditional K-means algorithm, an initial value of K and cluster seeds are chosen. After calculating the pairwise distances between the initial seeds, if two seeds are closer than w, they are combined, and the remaining data points are assigned to the cluster with the closest centroid, and cluster centroids are recomputed. When cluster centroids are updated, pairwise distances are recalculated and the necessary mergers, based on w, are performed. However, for each data point, if the distance to the nearest centroid is greater than c, that data point becomes its own cluster. Unlike the K-means procedure, this process ends after one pass through the data. Anderberg (1973, p. 169) noted that there are no clear guidelines for choosing w and c, but if w is chosen to be fairly small and c fairly large, it might be a useful method to detect outliers. Wishart (1969) proposed a similar method to that of MacQueen (1967) using the user-defined parameters c * , n min , and K max . The procedure begins with an initial partition of the data, such as the random assignment procedure used by Forgy (1965) and Steinley (2003) , and the centroids are computed on the basis of the initial partition. The distance from each object to each centroid is calculated, and if the smallest distance exceeds c * , the observation is set aside and the cluster centroids updated; otherwise, the observation is assigned to the cluster with the nearest centroid. If at any time, because of updating the cluster centroids, an object that has been set aside is closer to a cluster centroid than c * , the object is assigned to that cluster. After this procedure converges, if the number of objects within any given cluster is less than n min , these are removed from the analysis and the previous steps repeated. When both of these steps converge, the most similar clusters are merged until there are at most K max clusters. Ball and Hall (1965) developed a more elaborate method, ISODATA, for clustering data based on the nearest centroid method. First, the data are subjected to the K-means algorithm (as first described), and any clusters that contain fewer than n min observations are discarded from the analysis. As in MacQueen's (1967) method, clusters are merged if the distance between their centroids is less than w 0 (user-defined); while a cluster is split if the product of u (user-defined) and the standard deviation of any variable (across the entire data set) is exceeded by the within-cluster standard deviation for that variable, and the assignment of data units depends on whether they are above or below the mean of the splitting variable. Anderberg (1973, p. 172 ) elaborated on this method and cautioned that ISODATA rarely finds elongated clusters; Dubes and Jain (1976) indicated that ISODATA shows no significant improvement over the regular K-means algorithm. Belbin (1987) warned against these techniques, asserting that allowing groups to split and merge within the algorithm may result in combining two groups that have little or nothing in common, leading to the proposal of creating an inter-group distance matrix that can be subjected to hierarchical clustering techniques to determine whether groups should be merged or split.
A classic criterion for determining model complexity is Akaike's information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974) ; this has been consistently found, however, to overestimate the number of parameters, and it has been suggested that a penalized measure may be more appropriate, creating the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Kass & Wasserman, 1995; Schwarz, 1978) , while some related methods based on entropy are provided in Celeux and Soromenho (1996) . Pelleg and Moore (2000) included the BIC in their X-means algorithm to determine the number of clusters, by forming a range for K, [K min , K max ]. At each level of K, a BIC score is computed and Xmeans chooses K to be the value that maximizes BIC. Bischof, Leonards, and Selb (1999) developed a method based on minimum description length (MDL), where the description length is a measure of model fit. Starting with a large value of K, the MDL algorithm removes clusters whenever description length can be reduced, and K-means is used at each step to optimize the model fit to the data; the process is continued until a stopping criterion is met. Hamerly and Elkan (2002) created an algorithm, G-means, to determine K by choosing a small value for K, running the K-means algorithm, and testing whether the data assigned to each cluster centre are from a Gaussian distribution. If a cluster fails the multivariate normality test, it is split, K-means is run again, and all K þ 1 clusters retested. The procedure is repeated until no cluster fails a test for multivariate normality. Interestingly, Hamerly and Elkan (2002) created distortion parameters for testing multivariate normality instead of using the well-known, established tests developed by Mardia (1970 Mardia ( , 1974 Mardia ( , 1975 .
Graphical methods
Some authors (Gierl & Schwanenberg, 1998; Gower, 1975; Thorndike, 1953) advocate plotting the objective criterion (5) against varying values of K; a 'flattening' of the curve indicates the correct value of K. At first glance, this is a valid method for determining K due to the monotonic decreasing relationship between (5) and the value of K (i.e. as K increases, (5) decreases); however, the method is highly subjective and prone to the same criticisms as the scree plot for determining the number of factors or the number of components in data reduction, or the stress plot for determining the number of dimensions in scaling. Davidson (2002) went so far as to postulate that this monotonic decreasing relationship results in the algorithm being inconsistent and undesirable.
Formulaic methods
Formulaic methods require the computation of an equation across a range of K and choosing the value either minimizing or maximizing the criterion. Makarenkov and Legendre (2001) used the Calinski and Harabasz (1974) statistic (the method Milligan & Cooper, 1985 , recommended above all others) to determine the optimal number of groups in the context of K-means clustering,
where K is chosen to maximize (18). Marriott (1971) recommended minimizing the criterion K 2 jWj to determine the correct value of K, ranking 20th in the Milligan and Cooper (1985) study; this method is best used in conjunction with an algorithm whose objective function relies on jWj or (11)-(16). Davies and Bouldin (1979) proposed a technique that starts by assigning two observations to each cluster (i.e. K ¼ N/2). The within-cluster error sum of squares, SSE k , (k ¼ 1, : : : , K ), is computed for each cluster, leading to a similarity measure between clusters k and k* calculated by
where the denominator is the distance between the centroids of the two clusters. Then an overall separability score can be written as
where S k is the maximum of S kk* over k -k*. This process is repeated for a range of K from 2 to N/2, and the 'correct' value of K is chosen to be the value minimizing (20). The Davies and Bouldin (1979) index ranked 10th in the Milligan and Cooper (1985) study, but it might exhibit better recovery rates when used in conjunction with (9) or (17). Ray and Turi (2000) proposed a very similar method based on an index calculated by
where the numerator is the average within-cluster sum of squares and the denominator is the minimum distance between any two clusters. K-means is performed for values in the range [1, K max ], where K max is the maximum number of clusters (supplied by the user), and the 'correct' number of clusters is the value of K that minimizes (21). Jain and Moreau (1987) embedded (20) (or similar techniques) in a bootstrapping environment to estimate the number of clusters; Wong (1985) provided a similar procedure based on a test statistic developed in Wong and Lane (1983) . Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990, p. 85) recommended choosing K to maximize
bðiÞ 2 aðiÞ max È aðiÞ; bðiÞ
where a(i ) is the average distance of object i to all other members of its cluster, and b(i) is the minimum distance of object i to any member of a different cluster. Alternatively, Krzanowksi and Lai (1988) recommended maximizing Hubert and Levin (1976) proposed the minimization of
where d w is the sum of the within-cluster distances. The measure in (24) exhibited excellent recovery of the true number of clusters in Milligan (1981) , ranking 3rd among all methods in Milligan and Cooper (1985) ; this index may be particularly relevant when used with (9) because (24) is directly related to the compactness of the clusters -exactly what K-means is trying to optimize. Recently, the choice of K has reemerged as an important research issue in the statistical literature as well. Tibshirani, Walther, and Hastie (2001) proposed the gap statistic to determine K where
and B is a set of uniform data sets, each with the same range as the original data, and SSW b (K) is the within-cluster sum of squares for the bth uniform data set. Then K is chosen as the smallest value such that Gap(K) $ Gap(K þ 1) 2 s Kþ1 (where s k is an estimate of the standard deviation of log(SSW b (K))). Tibshirani et al. (2001) found favourable results when comparing (25) to other methods designed to determine K. However, the generalization of the results provided by Milligan and Cooper (1985) and others (such as Tibshirani et al., 2001) has to be taken in the context of the Monte Carlo procedure implemented and the data generation process used. Like the optimization procedures above, methods to estimate K based on tr (W) and jWj may perform more appropriately when the clusters are of equal size and shape. Even more problematic, however, is that methods to determine the number of clusters based on these criteria may produce an artificial number of clusters when presented with more complex data structures.
3.4. What variables should be used?
Variable standardization
The only comprehensive study examining variable standardization was conducted by Milligan and Cooper (1988) ; it investigated eight different methods of standardization under several error conditions. Milligan and Cooper concluded that standardizing by the range (instead of the usual z-score) was the most effective method; Dillon, Mulani, and Frederick (1989) indicated variable standardization (z-scores specifically) can result in misleading conclusions when true group structure is present; Späth (1985, p. 23 ) noted that a z-score is as arbitrary as any other type of scaling. In contrast, Vesanto (2001) argued that z-scores are more interpretable and should be chosen in lieu of standardizing by the range, subsequently creating a measure of 'variable quality' based on the z-score. Vesanto (2001) , however, failed to carry out a comprehensive study, and his assertion is not as strongly supported as Milligan and Cooper's results, as they investigated several agglomerative hierarchical techniques. Schaffer and Green (1996) studied the effects of variable standardization on K-means clustering across ten real data sets and found the data should not be standardized in any of the ways studied by Milligan and Cooper (1988) , supporting Stoddard's (1979) conjecture that standardization based on an entire sample variance is likely to eliminate valuable between-cluster variation. However, a study by Steinley (2004a) mirrored the study of Milligan and Cooper, except that the focus was the K-means procedure. In this study, Steinley (2004a) found results parallel to those of Milligan and Cooper and recommended standardization by the range, indicating that the results of Schaffer and Green (1996) may be unreliable because they were trying to make inferences from real data sets while the true underlying structure was unknown. Fowlkes, Gnanadesikan, and Kettenring (1988) proposed a forward selection technique for identifying a subset of the most 'meaningful' variables in cluster analysis, applying their results to complete linkage hierarchical clustering and noting that the method can be extended to the K-means algorithm. Fletcher and Satz (1985) contended that the distribution of variables must be skewed to support the presence of an underlying group structure; Bajgier and Aggarwal (1991) suggested that testing for negative kurtosis is the most powerful way to determine if univariate mixtures (especially balanced mixtures) are present - Donoghue (1995) extended this notion to multivariate mixtures by creating two indices designed to indicate when a distribution is bimodal or multimodal. Carmone, Kara, and Maxwell (1999) proposed a variable selection technique dubbed the heuristic identification of noisy random variables (HINoV), based on the Hubert and Arabie (1985) adjusted Rand index (ARI) (see Steinley, 2004b , for a comprehensive review of the ARI). Brusco and Cradit (2001) noticed several limitations with HINoV and proposed a more fundamentally sound variable selection heuristic for K-means clustering (VS-KM) by combining aspects of previous variable selection techniques (i.e. Carmone et al., 1999; Fowlkes et al., 1988) . The method used a simple forward selection method based on partitions (denoted by P ) of K clusters created from single variables, P j , and pairs of variables, P jj * ( j, j* ¼ 1, : : : ,P), using the K-means algorithm. A brief description of the algorithm follows.
Variable selection
To select the first pair of variables, two matrices are created: (a) R* ¼ {r jj * } P £ P , where r jj * is the ARI between P j and P j* and ( b) Q ¼ {q jj * } P £ P , where q jj * is tr ( B )/tr ( T ) calculated with respect to P jj* . Three user-defined values, T, R min , and R fac , are required for VS-KM; Brusco and Cradit (2001) (1) If any r jj * . T, choose j and j * to maximize {q jj * j(r jj * . T )}. If all r jj * . T, choose j and j * to maximize q jj* (i.e. not conditioned on r jj * ). (2) Let S be the set including j and j *, S c be its complement, and h ¼ r jj * . (3) Create a partition based on S, P S . (4) Compute the ARI, R j 0 , between P S and
c ¼ {Ø}, go to step 6; otherwise go to step 3. (6) Variables in S are selected for inclusion in a final K-means analysis; while variables in S c are discarded. Brusco and Cradit (2001) showed that VS-KM outperformed HINoV in two different studies using both simulated and real data. Although very promising, VS-KM has not been evaluated in conjunction with other variable selection methods. Recently, Brusco (2004) has provided an analogous procedure for variable selection when using K-means clustering to cluster binary data.
Variable weighting
Instead of variable selection, several authors have proposed variable weighting procedures that give differential weights to the P variables, and the weighted squared Euclidean distance,
DeSarbo, Carroll, Clark, and Green (1984) introduced the SYNCLUS model as a way of generalising K-means to include a variable weighting mechanism; De Soete (1986, 1988) developed similar methods for optimal variable weighting of ultrametric and additive trees. As an alternative to these, Makarenkov and Legendre (2001 ) extended De Soete's (1986 method to K-means clustering and, like , based their procedure on (26), minimizing
noting that the weights can be set equal to 1/P, or repeatedly randomly assigned different values (under the constraint that their sum is unity); the solution returning the smallest value of (27) (27) and noted that the procedure seemed particularly useful only when 'noisy' variables (i.e. variables without cluster information) existed, but recommended using equal weights (i.e. classic K-means) when data are error-perturbed or contain outliers. Green, Carmone, and Kim (1990) studied the SYNCLUS method for optimal variable weighting in K-means clustering. For two empirical data sets, the authors found mixed performance results for the SYNCLUS method; Gnanadesikan, Kettenring, and Tsao (1995) noted that both SYNCLUS and DeSoete's (1986, 1988 ) method performed poorly. It is unclear whether the poor performance of DeSoete's algorithm carries over to the modification of Makarenkov and Legendre (2001) when compared to other variable weighting mechanisms. Gnanadesikan et al. (1995) note that more effective alternatives may be based on previous work by Art, Gnanadesikan, and Kettenring (1982) based on the decomposition
where W Ã is an approximation of W calculated by using the conceptualization provided in (8) but summing over 'probable' within-cluster pairs. A weights matrix, Y ¼ { y jj* } P £ P , can be incorporated into the calculation of (4) 
where possible choices for Y are
The difficult part is determining what pairs to include in the calculation of W Ã -if too many are used, bias will occur; if too few are used, efficiency will decrease. Some methods are discussed in Art et al. (1982) and Gnanadesikan, Harvey, and Kettenring (1993) , but no method has been shown to be exceptional and preferable to all others (note that this procedure is implemented in the SAS system as PROC ACECLUS). Barker (1976) found promising results by using principal component analysis to transform a data set into component scores and then performing K-means clustering on the component scores that corresponded to eigenvalues greater than one -a technique misused frequently in the earlier development of cluster analysis (see Everitt, 1977; Everitt, Gourlay, & Kendall, 1971) . This procedure has been gaining support in the pattern recognition literature (Ben-Hur, Horn, Siegelmann, & Vapnik, 2001; De Backer & Scheunders, 1999) , despite several warnings in the statistical, classification, and psychology literature. Chang (1983) asserted that principal component analysis is generally not appropriate for selecting weighted combinations of variables for input into clustering algorithms (the result was demonstrated by attempting to separate two multivariate normal distributions with only their principal component scores); the same procedure (also called 'tandem analysis' or 'tandem clustering') has been strongly denigrated (Arabie & Hubert, 1994; De Soete & Carroll, 1994) because the first few 'important' components or factors of X are not guaranteed to define a subspace that is informative with respect to the true, underlying structure in the data, and in some cases the components may even mask the true structure. Kiers (1997) and Vichi and Kiers (2001) suggested the alteration of the true structure may occur because standardized principal components alter the distances between objects; however, when correcting for this, Vichi and Kiers (2001) noted that recovery is still poor and principal components are probably not related to the true cluster structure underlying the data. An equally troublesome procedure is using factor analysis to reduce the dimension of the data and then performing a cluster analysis, such as K-means, on the rotated, standardized factor scores, and this has been cautioned against in two empirical studies (Green & Krieger, 1995; Schaffer & Green, 1998) .
Data reduction
Methods have been developed that combine K-means with multidimensional scaling to represent the 'final' clusters in a low-dimensional space, which is equivalent to a constrained multidimensional scaling problem requiring all N points to occupy K locations in the reduced space (Van Buuren & Heiser, 1989; Heiser & Groenen, 1997) . Stute and Zhu (1995) proposed reducing the dimensionality of the data by embedding projection pursuit (Friedman, 1987) within the K-means algorithm; De Soete and Carroll (1994) provided a method where each cluster is represented by a point in lowdimensional space, selected to be the centroid to which the observations in the full space are closest. In this latter instance, the objective function minimized is the sum of squared distances between the full-dimensional data and the low-dimensional centroids. Vichi and Kiers (2001) suggested that it is more reasonable to minimize the sum of squared distance between the low-dimensional data and the low-dimensional centroids (achieved by projecting all data points into a subspace) and proposed the factorial K-means algorithm by minimizing
where A ¼ {a kf } K£F is a columnwise orthonormal matrix, and the entries represent the coefficients of the linear combinations of the observed variables in the reduced space of dimensionality F. Vichi and Kiers (2001) found that (33) outperformed preprocessing the data with principal component analysis and De Soete and Carroll's (1994) method of subspace projection. Cheng and Milligan (1996a) developed an approach to detect influential observations in K-means clustering based on methods presented in Cheng and Milligan (1996b) . This method is based on the standard jackknife procedure; influential observations are identified by performing the cluster analysis with all data points, removing a specific point, redoing the cluster analysis, and checking to see whether the removal of the point changes the clustering of the data. Cheng and Milligan (1996b) derived influence measures based on the ARI and found very promising results in determining whether points were influential. Barnett and Lewis (1994) noted that single-deletion diagnostics can suffer from problems of masking and swamping when multiple outliers are present. Cerioli (1998) recognized this potential disadvantage and implemented a forward search method to detect outliers:
Detecting influential observations
(1) Perform an initial K-means clustering, specifying K 0 clusters (where K 0 q K ) and extract the centroids belonging to the K largest clusters (according to the number of observations). 
Equation (35) returns small values as long as z m remains outlier-free. Plotting (35) by m is informative because dramatic changes in the measure are visually discernible. Cerioli (1998) also found promising results as long as K was chosen correctly; however, the major disadvantage to this method is the subjectivity required in interpreting the final plot provided by (35). Cuesta-Albertos, Gordaliza, and Matran (1997) developed trimmed K-means as a method for 'trimming' outliers from a data set, proving consistency for absolutely continuous multivariate distributions with unique trimmed K-means. Garcia-Escudero, Matran (1999a, 1999b) extended these results by obtaining asymptotic normality and formulating an asymptotic central limit theorem for trimmed K-means, respectively. Although several 'nice' properties underlie trimmed K-means, CuestaAlbertos et al. (1997) indicated that the procedure is intended for spherical, wellseparated clusters of the same size -the simplest problem in cluster analysis. However, in practice, the shape of the clusters is unknown, requiring those who implement trimmed K-means to proceed with caution.
Theoretical results concerning K-means
4.1. Univariate K-means Univariate sample K-means is encountered when the goal is to divide an N £ 1 vector, x, into K groups. Elias (1970) showed that the population partition is optimal when the within-cluster sums of squares are equal. Based on work in Wong (1982a) on population K-means clusters, Wong (1984) derived two double asymptotic theorems (K ! 1 and N ! 1, indicating that the length of the cluster intervals approaches zero while the size of each cluster approaches infinity) for univariate sample K-means clusters: (a) the sample cluster within-sums of squares are equal; and (b) the size of the cluster intervals is inversely proportional to the cube root of the underlying density at the midpoints (which are sufficiently close to the mean in large samples) of the intervals. However, Wong noted that the generalization of these univariate results to the multivariate situation is not straightforward because the configuration of the optimal population K-means partition in several dimensions is still unclear. To date, this generalization remains unsolved.
General K-means
4.2.1. Convergence Pollard (1981) showed that as N ! 1, the estimated cluster centres, ð x ð1Þ ; x ð2Þ ; : : : ; x ðKÞ Þ will converge to the unique vector minimizing (5) (i.e. the true cluster centres), ð m ð1Þ ; m ð2Þ ; : : : ; m ðKÞ Þ, where K is assumed to be known; Gaenssler (1988) extended these results to when K is unknown. Pollard (1982) provided a central limit theorem for when the vector of means will be asymptotically normally distributed given that the N objects are independently sampled from a fixed distribution, extending Hartigan's (1978) result for one dimension; Selim and Ismail (1984) verify that the K-means algorithm will converge to at least a local optimum. No other pattern exists with the same value of K and the same number of objects per cluster that is 'uniformly better' than the one produced by the clustering technique. (6) K-group admissibility. A clustering with K groups exists where all between-cluster distances are larger than all within-cluster distances, and a K-group admissible technique will find such clusters.
Admissibility
K-means satisfies condition 4, it is not known whether it satisfies condition 2, and it fails the other four conditions. According to some authors (Dubes & Jain, 1976; Fisher & Van Ness, 1971; Van Ness, 1973) , the ideal minimum variance partitioning algorithm should satisfy all conditions except 1 and 3. In combination with basic decision theory, use of such an inadmissible procedure should be cautioned against. Unfortunately, basing decisions solely on mathematical elegance can severely retard the development of methods in an applied setting, as seen by decisions to choose single-link clustering over complete-link clustering solely on the grounds of mathematical tractability (Hubert, 2002) . Friedman and Rubin (1967) criticized tr (W) because, although it is invariant under orthogonal transformations, it is not invariant under non-singular linear transformations and implicitly assumes Euclidean distance; however, their proposed methods are invariant to both kinds of transformations and make no implicit metric assumptions. Späth (1985, p. 21) counters that in practical applications, invariance is not a property to be overly concerned with and the focus should be on the effects of changing the scale of measurement. This conjecture is followed by a short proof indicating that scale transformations are invariant only if they involve a change of sign; an arbitrary scale transformation or a general linear transformation can result in varying optimal partitions with respect to (5). Thus, it is apparent that the composition of the clusters is highly dependent upon the scale of the data.
Invariance

Equivalence of K-means with other methods
4.3.1. Mixture models Let the population density
be a mixture of components, f k , in proportions a k . This can also be viewed as a model for K clusters. The f k are assumed to be of the same parametric family. Then, let
represent the posterior probability that object x belongs to cluster k. The mixture model can be formulated as
where u k are relevant parameters for the distribution f k . Given x 1 , : : : , x N , the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) for a k and u k satisfy
This estimation proceeds in steps. First, given p(kjx i ), estimate u k (weighting x i by its probability of belonging to the kth cluster). Second, given the new u k , estimate p(kjx i ). Repeat this process until the estimates do not change (or only change by a minimal, preset amount). This estimation procedure was first used for normal mixtures by Rao (1948) . Until the advent of the EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977) , fitting complex mixture models remained difficult. Now the EM algorithm is the standard method used to fit these models (Bartholomew & Knott, 1999; McLachlan & Basford, 1988; McLachlan & Peel, 2000) . After establishing the estimation procedure, the only choice to be made is the parametric family for f k . Usually the multivariate normal distribution is chosen (e.g. Bartholomew & Knott, 1999; Day, 1969; Dick & Bowden, 1973; Hartigan, 1975 Hartigan, , 1985 McLachlan & Basford, 1988; McLachlan & Peel, 2000; Wolfe, 1970) . When
the above estimation procedure reduces to the K-means algorithm (i.e. AE k ¼ s 2 I, k ¼ 1, : : : , K ), making K-means equivalent to a finite mixture model assuming that the clusters arise from a multivariate normal distribution with a covariance matrix proportional to the identity. Relaxing the restrictions on AE k makes maximizing (40) equivalent to several of the other criteria presented; for example, AE k ¼ AE results in the jWj criterion and AE k ¼ s 2 k I is equivalent to (17). De Backer and Scheunders (1999) noted that formulating K-means as a finite mixture model and performing the EM algorithm can result in identifiability problems of the within-cluster covariance matrices; this can be overcome, however, by requiring that P þ 1 observations are assigned to each cluster (Everitt, 1979) . Because the EM algorithm can get stuck in local minima, several issues remain pertinent: (a) initialization of the algorithm; (b) determining the number of clusters; and (c) modelling noise and outliers. For a recent review of these topics and fitting distributions more complex than (40) with finite mixture models in general, see Fraley and Raftery (2002) . Bock (1985 Bock ( , 1996 showed that minimizing (9) is the same as maximizing tr ðBÞ tr ðWÞ ;
The maximum F test
and, if multiplied by (n 2 K )/(K 2 1), this is just the usual F-ratio statistic obtained when testing the equality of means, m i , of N p ( m i , s 2 I p ) with (K 2 1)P and (N 2 K )P degrees of freedom (see Bock, 1996) . Furthermore, note that (18) also corresponds to this value. Therefore, if the most significant F-ratio possible is found, it will correspond to (41), giving the test its name -the maximum F test.
Principal points
Principal points are the set of points in p-dimensional space that best approximate a given distribution (Flury, 1990) 
where F is the distribution function and y 1 , : : : , y K are a set of points (Mizuta, 1998) . Thus, j 1 , : : : ,j K are the K principal points of random variable X minimizing the expected distance of X to the nearest j k . According to Mizuta (1998) , the K-means algorithm can be used to estimate the principal points of a given theoretic distribution, but this conjecture has yet to be investigated. In fact, Tarpey, Li, and Flury (1995) indicated that principal points are special cases of self-consistent points -the set of points to which the K-means algorithm converges (not necessarily the global minimum).
Mathematical programming
The K-means algorithm can be restated as a non-convex mathematical program where a locally optimal solution is not necessarily the global optimum (Cooper, 1973; Selim & Ismail, 1984) . Fisher (1958) provided a dynamic programming algorithm for optimally minimizing (5) in a one-dimensional case, and Jensen (1969) extended Fisher's (1958) formulation to multiple dimensions; however, it was found to be computationally infeasible due to the large number of data points (N £ P ) which must be evaluated and stored. Vinod (1969) stated the generalized strong property as a formulation for minimizing (5); however, the basis of this property is that 'the optimal partition must have the property that the hulls of the subsets S k [i.e. clusters] are convex and non-overlapping' (Diehr, 1973, p. 6) . Diehr (1973) proceeded to provide a stronger statement that 'the optimal partition must have the property that the subsets can be defined by hyperplanes which are perpendicular bisectors of the lines joining the group means' (p. 7); however, this is only a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for minimizing (5). Rao (1971) provided an integer programming formulation for this optimization problem, and Diehr provided a quadratic programming formulation. Dodge and Gafner (1994) suggested combining Jensen's (1969) dynamic programming method with integer programming to reduce the complexity of the search for global optima and were able to cluster 62 objects into three clusters in 23 minutes using the L 1 -norm (similar procedures have not been developed to optimize the criterion provided in (5)); Gordon and Henderson (1977) noted that the problem of minimizing (5) is an unconstrained minimization problem. In a related problem, an algorithm was developed that provided optimal solutions for minimal sum-of-squares clustering in the context of divisive hierarchical methods (Hansen, Jaumard, & Mladenovic, 1998) . Because current clustering problems are concerned with objects numbering in the hundreds of thousands (e.g. fMRI data), these formulations remain tractable only for small problems (Körkel, 1986) , and the following statement made by Diehr (1973, p. 17 ) may still be applicable today: 'Researchers must keep in mind, however, that in most cases the goals of clustering do not justify the computational time to locate or verify the optimal solution'.
Formulations related to K-means
5.1. Other metric spaces Hartigan (1975, pp. 92-93) noted that distance measures other than squared Euclidean can be used within the K-means framework. As a result, the K-means has been changed, enhanced, and extended several times in hopes of developing an algorithm with better partitioning capabilities. In general, K-means-like algorithms have been developed for only four metric spaces: L 1 , L 2 , L 1 , and L 0 (the standard Minkowski power metric where p ! 1). The first three are able to handle continuous data, while the last was developed for categorical data. Their popularity stems from the simple fact that these four metric spaces have calculable cluster centres (the median, mean, midrange, and mode, respectively), while other Minkowski metrics require an iterative computation of cluster centres (see Späth, 1985, p. 63) . This section discusses the L 1 , L 1 , and L 0 norms in the context of iterative relocation algorithms.
K-medians
The K-medians procedure, as a robustified version of the K-means procedure less influenced by outliers, has been proposed several times in the literature (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990 Massart, Plastria, & Kaufman, 1983; Späth, 1985, p. 71; Vinod, 1969) . The K-medians algorithm proceeds in the same manner as K-means except that (5) is replaced by
where med ðkÞ j is the median for the jth variable in the kth cluster. Jhun and Jin (2000) altered this formulation by stipulating that any single-member cluster is amalgamated with its nearest cluster, claiming it is even better at recovery of elongated clusters and more robust in the presence of outliers.
Garcia-Escudero and Gordaliza (1999) contend that K-medians is only insensitive to outliers in special cases and, in general, (43) can be as dramatically affected by outliers as K-means, showing that K-medians does not exhibit the same robustness properties as the median does in location theory (see Huber, 1981) . In fact, although the median may be a robust centralization measure for one random variable, it is unlikely that the 'joint' selection of two medians will be robust for two random variables (Cuesta-Albertos et al., 1997).
K-midranges
The K-midranges method (Carroll & Chaturvedi, 1998; Späth, 1985, p. 71) follows the same algorithmic procedure as the K-means method, the only difference being that K-midranges minimizes a loss function based on the L 1 -norm (also referred to as the 'max metric' and 'dominance metric'; Borg & Groenen, 1997, p. 281) , replacing (5) by
where mid ðkÞ j is the midrange of the jth variable on the kth cluster, calculated by
the average of the two most extreme values for the jth variable in the kth cluster. First, initial midranges are chosen and objects in X are assigned to the cluster with the midrange which is closest to it. Midranges are then recalculated and the procedure repeated until (44) can no longer be reduced. Carroll and Chaturvedi (1998) noted that this method may be best suited to isolating outlying clusters; Späth (1985, pp. 71-72) noted that this procedure is extremely sensitive to outliers and should not be used in practical applications. Like the K-means algorithm, K-midranges can only guarantee a locally optimal solution.
K-modes
Initially for categorical data, Carroll, Green, and Schaffer (1986) used correspondence analysis to derive spatial coordinates that were then clustered via the K-means algorithm. However, Arabie and Hubert (1994) expressed concern with methods that process the data before cluster analysis is performed because the 'true' structure in the data may be corrupted. K-modes clustering (Chaturvedi, Green, & Carroll, 2001; Huang, 1998; Huang & Ng, 2003 ) is a K-means-like algorithm designed to derive clusters from the original, unprocessed categorical data. The K-modes algorithm replaces (5) with the L 0 -norm-based loss function, which is the limiting case of the L p metric as p ! 0, minimizing the distance between each observation and the mode of its parent cluster. It has been suggested that K-modes has fewer problems with locally optimal solutions than its counterpart, latent class analysis (Chaturvedi et al., 2001) .
Algorithmic variations
5.2.1. Transfer algorithm Banfield and Bassill (1977) discussed a general class of non-hierarchical classification techniques that rely on swapping objects between classes. The process proceeds in two phases: (a) a general transfer phase, and (b) a swapping phase. For the K-means criterion the procedure starts by performing the standard K-means algorithm, then each possible swapping of two objects is considered, and the objects are swapped if SSE is reduced. These two phases are carried out until convergence is reached. To the author's knowledge, this procedure has yet to be analysed in any type of simulation study. Zhang, Hsu, and Dayal (1999) proposed replacing (5) by taking the sum over all data points of the harmonic mean of the squared distance from a data point to all the centres, mathematically represented with the loss function
K-harmonic means
Because the distance of all x i from all x ðkÞ is an integral part of the loss function, improvement of (46) 
because taking the Euclidean distance to the pth power allows the data points far from cluster centres to be given increased importance (thus, (46) is a special case of (47) when p ¼ 2). The means are updated by taking partial derivatives with respect to the cluster centres, setting them equal to zero, and solving. Zhang et al. (1999) and Zhang (2000) claimed (46) and (47) are essentially insensitive to starting configurations and have a faster rate of convergence than K-means when they are started far from the optimal solution. Hartigan (1975, p. 95) notes, however, that for an optimal 2-partition, 'it has many local maxima, and so setting derivatives equal to zero is useless'. To date, an objective evaluation has yet to be conducted to determine if (46) or (47) suffer from the same pitfalls.
Symmetry based K-means
To find 'better' partitions, Su and Chou (2001) added additional steps, as well as adopting a non-metric distance measure, to the K-means algorithm. The modified algorithm is as follows:
(1) Initialization. Randomly assign K data points to initialize the cluster centroids ð x ðkÞ ; k ¼ 1; : : : ; KÞ: (2) Coarse-tuning. Perform the K-means algorithm as described above. (49) is smaller than a pre-specified value, u, then assign the vector x to the cluster specified in (48). If (49) is not smaller than u, then assign x according to the cluster which minimizes (4). (Su and Chou set u ¼ 1.8, giving no theoretical support for this choice of u.)
(5) Update the cluster means according to the new assignment.
(6) Repeat for a pre-specified number of iterations (no recommendation is given).
Through four examples, the authors indicate that this modified version of K-means performs better, but no independent validation studies have been conducted to support their claim.
Fuzzy K-means
Fuzzy set theory was introduced by Zadeh (1965) , prompting Gitman and Levine (1970) to use it to maximally separate clusters. Naturally, a fuzzy version of K-means was created (Bezdek, 1974; Dunn, 1974) (also referred to as fuzzy c-means), and Bezdek (1980) provided a convergence theorem for this conceptualization. Fuzzy K-means can be viewed as a method that does not absolutely assign objects to a cluster (i.e. objects have some probability of arising from different clusters), and the loss function can be formulated as
where w ik is a weight indicating the proportion of data point i that belongs to cluster k, and all w ik sum to unity. The r parameter controls the 'fuzziness' of the solution and is greater than or equal to one -the larger its value, the more 'fuzzy' the solution. In addition to this formulation, one of the most common examples of this type of classification is the finite mixture model, which assigns a vector of probabilities, a, to each object (recalling that the sum across a is unity) -providing a 'fuzzy' (or soft) classification of objects. However, in almost all large applications, fuzzy partitions cannot be utilized effectively, and the object is assigned to the group associated with the greatest value of a, defeating the purpose of performing a fuzzy K-means (Späth, 1985, p. 13) . Gordon (1973) first introduced the notion of using constraints in cluster analysis; DeSarbo and Mahajan (1984) elucidated the technique by provided an extensive list of constraints applicable to different classification methods, the most relevant for K-means clustering being: (a) two objects, x i and x j (where x i and x j are specific points indicated by the user), must belong to the same cluster, C k , (b) x i and x j must belong to different clusters, (c) C k has a maximum number of objects, n k , which can belong to it, and (d) C k has a minimum value for n k . Recently, Wagstaff, Cardie, Rogers, and Schroedl (2001) integrated constraints (a) and (b) into a standard K-means algorithm and showed enhanced performance, while Gordon and Moore (2000) were able to identify filaments (i.e. line segments) by placing constraints on the relationships between the cluster centroids.
Constrained K-means
Another purpose of constraining K-means clustering is to 'speed up' the algorithm so that large databases can be processed more efficiently. Ng and Han (1994) used simulated annealing to direct the clustering to a small, subset of the data. After the appropriate subsets are chosen, the K-means algorithm can be implemented and the results extrapolated to the full data set. Pelleg and Moore (1999) developed a fast, constrained clustering method based on kd-trees with sufficient statistics for the clusters stored in the nodes (see Kanungo et al., 2002 , for a comprehensive discussion), resulting in an algorithm that operates as a function of the number of centroids instead of the number of data points. This procedure does have the advantage of using the entire data matrix instead of subsampled parts of the data, and Pelleg and Moore (1999) contended that this formulation of the problem can make the K-means algorithm a realistic choice for data sets with billions of objects; unfortunately, they also note that when performed on data embedded in eight-dimensional space or higher, the method performs very poorly. Carmignani, Genco, Lombardo, and Tortorici (1988) reformulated the K-means algorithm in terms of parallel computing to improve the speed and efficiency of the traditional algorithm, and Maitra (2001) developed a multi-stage clustering algorithm (within which K-means can be embedded) to handle massive data sets.
Global K-means
Global K-means (Likas, Vlassis, & Verbeek, 2003 ) is a method using the standard K-means algorithm in progressive (from K ¼ 1 to K ¼ K max ) stages to come to the 'optimal clustering'. For K ¼ 1, the cluster centroid is taken to be the grand mean of the data, the optimal solution for this trivial situation. Then for K ¼ 2, the centroid in the first step is retained and a K-means algorithm is performed N times, using each of the remaining data points as a candidate for the second cluster centre. After all N passes have been made, the point which minimizes (5) in conjunction with the first cluster seed (i.e. the grand mean) is retained. In general, for the Kth step, the K 2 1 centroids from the previous step are retained and the remaining points are searched to determine which will minimize (5) -this point becomes the next cluster centroid. Although no references are given in Likas et al. (2003) , global K-means is very similar to a method described by Hartigan (1975, p. 102) , differing only in how new clusters are chosen at each level of K. Likas et al. (2003, pp. 451-452) boldly claim: 'Since for K ¼ 1 the optimal solution is known, we can iteratively apply the above procedure to find the optimal solutions for all K-clustering problems k ¼ 1, : : : , K. In addition to effectiveness, this method is deterministic and does not depend on any initial conditions or empirically adjustable parameters'.
Anticlustering
To create K groups which are as similar to each other as possible, Späth (1986a Späth ( , 1986b recommended maximizing (5) instead of minimizing, or equivalently minimizing
which provides better results than the more intuitive method of randomly assigning objects to groups.
5.7. Hybrid methods 5.7.1. K-means and Ward's method The simplest hybrid method involving K-means clustering is combining it with Ward's (1963) method. As suggested above, many researchers have advocated using Ward's method to find the initial seeds for a K-means cluster analysis; Milligan and Sokol (1980) provided a program which does so. Wong (1982b) combined K-means with single-linkage (Sneath, 1957) hierarchical clustering. The K-means method is used to obtain a uniformly consistent estimate (in the form of a histogram) of the density over a K-partition of the sample space. The resulting partition is used to construct a distance matrix for the K clusters that is subjected to the single-linkage methods. Wong (1982b) noted that this method provides 'consistent' estimates of high-density clusters and, based on theoretical results of the two methods, suggested choosing K to be in the neighbourhood N 3 ; this seems problematic, however, because it depends directly on sample size instead of various functions of the data, such as cluster 'spread'.
K-means and single linkage
6. Unified treatment of K-means and related methods 6.1. Bilinear clustering model The bilinear clustering model was first introduced by Mirkin (1990) and has been used several times (Carroll & Chaturvedi, 1998; Chaturvedi, Carroll, Green, & Rotondo, 1997; Mirkin, 1996 Mirkin, , 1998 to build a framework for clustering methods. The model is quite simple:
where E is a matrix of errors. Equation (52) turns out to be a special case of the CANDCLUS model (Carroll & Chaturvedi, 1995) , and all of the procedures involving different metric spaces (i.e. K-medians, K-modes, and K-midranges) can be encapsulated by altering R. Overlapping clustering methods can be represented by relaxing the restrictions placed on M (i.e. for each row, allowing more than one column to take on the value of unity). Obviously, M can be altered with various forms of R to obtain different overlapping clustering criteria for different metrics (extensively discussed in Chaturvedi et al., 1997) . The formulation in (52) allows an easily alterable expression for several models, the expansion of classical clustering techniques to newer methods, and facilitates a unified framework for conceptualizing different models.
Integration of methods via updating techniques
Although (52) provides a succinct way to view the clustering paradigm, a different type of framework allows insight into the inner workings of several of the methods presented. If R is thought of as a general representative centroid matrix for the K clusters, then each row, r k , can be considered the centroid for cluster k. Also, let w i represent the weight of observation x i , m ik be the value in M for the ith observation with respect to the kth cluster, and x 
For K-means, w i ¼ 1, reducing (53) to
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By examining the values in Table 1 , it is easy to compare the different algorithms directly. For K-means each object is weighted equally and every object in the kth cluster contributes directly to calculating its centroid; however, for K-medians and K-midranges, although cluster membership is still relevant, only the middle region of the cluster or the outer boundaries, respectively affect the calculation of the centroid. For mixture models and K-harmonic means, all objects in the data set contribute a certain amount to the calculation for all centroids. For mixture models, all objects are equally weighted, but for K-harmonic means, objects are weighted by how close they are to any centroid.
Conclusion
This paper reviews a vast collection of the literature on K-means cluster analysis. It is clear there are many links between several different fields. Since K-means is the simplest version of finite mixture models, it seems that several of the methods developed under the auspices of this procedure may have some degree of transferability to other modelling methods. Although a plethora of work has been pursued in this area, it is clear that much is left to be done. The problem of initialization methods seems to be one of the key focal areas for future research. Due to the pervasive nature of locally optimal solutions, it is necessary to develop intelligent starting seeds so as not to be forced to rely on several thousand random restarts -which becomes a severe problem when analysing extremely large data sets (common to many fields). Another unique factor encountered when analysing large data sets is the issue of data reduction. Noting the current misgivings present in the literature about several data reduction techniques performed a priori to cluster analysis, a concerted and methodological effort must be made to develop techniques which are able to reduce the number of variables while preserving the underlying, true cluster structure of the data. The question of variable standardization also does not have a clear-cut solution. Given that the groups are unknown, a rich area of research would be to determine effective methods for standardizing variables. The problem of drastically different scales is exacerbated by the nature of the minimum variance objective function giving a disproportionate amount of weight to variables on a wider (and larger) scale. The recent development of methods to determine the number of clusters gives promise that the issue is currently being tackled by the research community. Hopefully, this review will provide a useful reference source for researchers desiring to pursue methodological improvements in the area of K-means clustering.
